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For suitable illumination and observation conditions, sparkles may be observed in metallic coatings. The visibility
of these sparkles depends critically on their intensity, and on the paint medium surrounding the metallic flakes.
Based on previous perception studies from other disciplines, we derive equations for the threshold for sparkles to
be visible. The resulting equations show how the visibility of sparkles varies with the luminosity and distance of
the light source, the diameter of the metallic flakes, and the reflection properties of the paint medium. The pre-
dictions are confirmed by common observations on metallic sparkle. For example, under appropriate conditions
even metallic flakes as small as 1 μm diameter may be visible as sparkle, whereas under intense spot light the finer
grades of metallic coatings do not show sparkle. We show that in direct sunlight, dark coarse metallic coatings
show sparkles that are brighter than the brightest stars and planets in the night sky. Finally, we give equations to
predict the number of visually distinguishable flake intensities, depending on local conditions. These equations
are confirmed by previous results. Several practical examples for applying the equations derived in this article are
provided. © 2015 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

The visual appearance of metallic coatings is characterized not
only by their color, but also by texture. Under intense direc-
tional light, this texture shows up as a multitude of tiny but
intense light spots that are brighter than surround, a phenome-
non that is often referred to as sparkle [1]. There is a clear need
to quantitatively describe how the perceived sparkle depends on
parameters such as concentration and size of sparkling pigments
and their contrast with the surrounding paint. Thus far, only
qualitative relationships have been published [2,3], as well as a
few crude estimations suggesting that the sparkle effect is strong
for metallic flakes with average diameter exceeding 15 [4], 18
[3], 20 [5], 25 [6], or 30 μm [7].

These estimations probably vary so widely because the vis-
ibility of sparkle can be expected to depend strongly on illumi-
nation and viewing conditions. Perception studies have shown
that the perceived brightness of a stimulus depends critically on
the luminance ratio between stimulus and its surround [8]. In
this article, we will use existing literature from other disciplines
to predict under which conditions light reflection from a met-
allic flake will lead to a perceived sparkle effect. The derived
equations take into account the influence from illumination

and observation conditions, as well as the relevant physical
properties of the metallic flakes and the paint medium sur-
rounding them.

The equations presented here may be useful for physical
models that aim to convert photographic images of sparkle into
sparkle measurements. For such models, it is necessary to math-
ematically distinguish sparkle pixels from surround [9,10].
Also, for rendering algorithms to generate realistic images of
sparkle, it is necessary to account for sparkle as perceived by
human observers [11,12]. The visibility of objects in natural
waters [13] and the visibility of solar glitter on a ruffled sea
[14–16] are other application areas of the present work.

2. VISUAL THRESHOLD FOR SPARKLE
INTENSITY

The term sparkle intensity is widely used in the paint industry,
and refers to its perceived brightness. However, intensity is a
problematic quantity, since it has different definitions in differ-
ent but related fields of optics [17]. Before discussing visual
thresholds, we first need to clearly define the term sparkle
intensity.
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The photometric quantity for the perceived brightness of an
extended light source is luminance [17–20], with unit
lm∕�m2 · sr� � cd∕m2. When observing a sparkle within its
surrounding, the surrounding paint forms an extended area
of isotropic and uniform emission, for which the brightness
is expressed as luminance.

However, for expressing the perceived brightness of a spar-
kle, luminance is not a practical quantity. This is caused by the
size of the sparkle being so small that it cannot or can hardly be
resolved by the human visual system or by a measurement de-
vice. Also, the size of the flake particle that causes the sparkle is
usually not known. Since the solid angle subtended by the spar-
kle is usually not known, luminance cannot be calculated. Even
in the case of highly directional illumination from a source with
small angular size, and with flakes acting as mirrors that reflect
the luminance of the source, the luminance cannot be used
because the reflectance of the flake is often not known.
Therefore, the perceived brightness of a (near) point-source like
a sparkle is better represented by considering the total luminous
flux per unit area on the observing position, a photometric
quantity known as illuminance [lm∕m2 or cd].

Based on this analysis, we will use the term sparkle intensity
to refer to the illuminance (notation symbol: E ) of the optical
radiation incident on the eye pupil, where this optical radiation
originates from a light source and reflects from a metallic or
pearlescent flake inside an effect coating before it reaches
the eye of the observer.

We note that a similar situation occurs when expressing the
brightness of light from a star. In order to avoid having to cal-
culate the angular size of the star, the perceived brightness of
light from stars is usually expressed as illuminance (unit:
lm∕m2). In the astronomical literature it is common to express
the perceived brightness of extended light emitters, such as the
Sun or distant nebulas for which the angular size can be deter-
mined, in terms of luminance. Therefore, our choice to express
the perceived sparkle intensity in terms of illuminance, and
to use luminance for the perceived brightness of the paint
area surrounding a sparkle, agrees with the astronomical
convention.

An important concept when investigating visibility of spar-
kle is the contrast threshold at which luminous stimuli that are
brighter than their surrounds become visible to observers. The
most influential investigation on this topic was published in
1946 by Blackwell [21]. Prompted by its relevance for the vis-
ibility of military aviation and ship camouflage, more than two
million responses were collected from “young women” observ-
ing an artificial circular stimulus against a darker background
that acted as an adapting surround. The threshold for 50
percent probability of recognizing contrast was determined
for different values of the surround’s luminance and stimulus’
luminance, which were called brightness by Blackwell, from the
expression

C th � �Ls − Lsurround�∕Lsurround; (1)

where C th is the contrast threshold, and Lsurround and Ls are the
luminance of surround and stimulus, respectively.

The threshold data obtained by Blackwell were confirmed
with better than 30% accuracy by an independent percep-
tion study with luminous disks at the Naval Research

Laboratory [22], and by observations of star visibility during
solar eclipses [23].

For determining the relevance of Blackwell’s study for spar-
kle visibility, it should be noted that because of both optical
diffraction and the retinal structure of the eye, stimuli sub-
tending 1 arc min or less are known to appear as point sources
[24]. Point sources follow Ricco’s law [25], which establishes
that the contrast threshold is inversely proportional to the solid
angle subtended by the luminous stimulus:

C th � R�Lsurround�∕ωs ; (2)

where R is a variable that depends only on the luminance of the
surround, and ωs is the solid angle subtended by the luminous
stimulus.

By combining Eqs. (1) and (2), the stimulus’ luminance re-
quired to observe it in a given surround luminance subtending
a given small solid angle is obtained:

Ls � Lsurround�1� R�Lsurround�∕ωs�: (3)

In a very recent article [20], Crumey presented an empirical
formula for the functional dependence of the variable R on the
surround luminance based on Blackwell’s data:

R�L� �
� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

a1L−1∕2 � a2L−1∕4 � a3
q

� a4L−1∕4 � a5

�
2

a1 � 5.949 × 10−8; a2 � −2.389 × 10−7;

a3 � 2.459 × 10−7; a4 � 4.120 × 10−4;

a5 � −4.225 × 10−4:

(4)

Using Eqs. (3) and (4) it is possible to calculate the luminance a
sparkle needs to have to be visible for the naked eye, as a func-
tion of distance, flake size, and surround luminance. From the
calculated luminance it is also possible to estimate the photo-
metric and geometrical characteristics of an illuminant in order
to make sparkle visible for a specified size of metallic flake.

In later investigations, Hardy, Horman, and Clark used the
results from Blackwell’s study to predict the visibility of stars
during daylight and in the not completely dark sky [26–28].
Depending on the position of the Sun just above or below
the horizon, stars become just noticeable or not noticeable
against the surrounding sky at some moment during dusk
and dawn. This phenomenon is very similar to sparkle being
just visible or not, depending on the luminance of the sur-
rounding paint. However, it is important to note that, whereas
stars are primary sources at different distances, sparkles are pro-
duced by flakes intervening as secondary light sources at similar
distances. Therefore, astronomers are interested in the illumi-
nance on earth emitted by stars at irrelevant distances, whereas
in the sparkle problem we will assume that flakes are at very
similar distances, and we will investigate the dependence of
sparkle visibility on the lighting geometry.

From the data provided by Blackwell, after applying the
correction proposed by Crumey for color temperature and
psychophysical method [20], we found a very simple expression
for the illuminance threshold:

E50% � L0.788surround × 4.41 × 10
−8 lm∕m2: (5)

The validity of this formula is restricted to surround luminan-
ces between 3 and 10; 000 lmm−2 sr−1, which is a range of
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values found in practical cases of sparkle observation (as further
discussed below) and daylight observations of stars and planets.
Rough indications for the luminance of sky regions at least
15 deg from the Sun and from the horizon are up to 1000
and 5000 lm ·m−2 sr−1 in the case of a clear sky with the
Sun being at least 5 deg above the horizon [18,22,27].
These values decrease to 100 lm ·m−2 sr−1 for a heavily over-
cast day sky and to 1 lm ·m−2 sr−1 for a clear sky, 15 min after
sunset [18,19,27,29].

In Eq. (5), E50% is the illuminance threshold (unit: lm∕m2)
of a point-like stimulus subtending 1 arc min or less, which is
reported as visible by 50% of the observers against the sur-
round. This equation produces almost the same result as
Eq. (3), when it is converted into illuminance by multiplication
with the solid angle subtended by the stimulus.

Hardy also discusses how empirical results from stellar vis-
ibility allow us to convert this threshold to a value for 98%
visibility: this lowers the threshold in terms of stellar magnitude
by a value of 0.75. From Eq. (8) that is derived below, it is clear
that this is equivalent to multiplying the threshold illuminance
by 100.75∕2.5 � 2.0 [22,26]. In this way we find

E98% � L0.788surround × 8.82 × 10
−8 lm∕m2: (6)

Another independent study was published by Knoll et al.
[24]. An artificial bright stimulus of 1 arc min angular diameter
was observed against a background field, for which the
luminance was systematically varied. It was found that the
“threshold for 100 percent seeing” could be expressed by
the following relation:

E100% � c ×
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� K Lsurround

p
lm∕m2: (7)

Converted to modern units, the parameter values proposed
by Knoll are equivalent to choosing c � 1.076 × 10−9 lmm−2

and K � 105∕�lmm−2 sr−1� [20].
A numerical evaluation for Eqs. (5)–(7) shows that the

numerical values obtained with these equations are similar
when applied to practical situations of sparkle visibility. This
is also the case for the formula independently derived by
Hecht [30], which is not further discussed here. For this reason,
in the remainder of this article we will use Eq. (6).

3. ASTRONOMICALLY BASED SPARKLE
INTENSITY SCALE

The analysis just provided predicts only if a sparkle is visible
against its surround, but it does not quantify its perceived
brightness. A quantitative scale of perceived sparkle intensity
may be derived from our knowledge of perceived brightness
of stars. The Hellenistic astronomer Hipparchos (150 BC) in-
troduced a system of stellar magnitudes that accounts for the
perceived brightness (“intensity”) of star light. Hipparchos as-
signed a value of zero magnitude to the brightest star he could
see (Vega), and values up to �6 to progressively less bright
stars. In modern times stars brighter than Vega received neg-
ative values for their stellar magnitude. The brightest star,
Sirius, which could not be observed from Hipparchos’ observa-
tory, has magnitude −1.4. Stars less bright than magnitude 5 or
6 cannot be observed by the naked eye, with the threshold

depending on atmospheric conditions and the presence of stray
light.

The six levels of stellar magnitudes introduced by
Hipparchos give an indication how the perceived brightness
of stars scales with their illuminance. Stevens found that
Hipparchos’ stellar magnitude essentially follows a logarithmic
scale in stellar illuminance as predicted by Fechner’s law
[26,31]:

m � 2.5 log10

�
E0

E

�
: (8)

Here, m is the stellar magnitude, E is the stellar illuminance,
and E0 � 2.09 × 10−6 lm∕m2 is the reference stellar
illuminance [26].

When observing sparkle in metallic paints, the contrast be-
tween sparkle and the surrounding paint is almost never as large
as it is for stars in the night sky. Therefore, the threshold for
visually just perceivable stars, with a magnitude of �6, gives
a first estimate of the threshold for sparkle intensity of just
noticeable sparkle: 8.32 × 10−9 lm∕m2.

On the other hand, the brightest sparkles that can appear in
a paint seem to be brighter than the brightest stars in the night
sky. The planet Venus, which is often the brightest object in
the sky (apart from the Sun and moon), can be as bright as
magnitude −4.4, and even then it is less bright than the bright-
est sparkles that appear in dark metallic coatings on a sunny
day. A crude lower estimate of the maximum sparkle intensity
is therefore 1.2 × 10−4 lm∕m2. A more accurate estimate will be
derived in Section 4.

The astronomical scale of stellar magnitudes indicates that
the perceived sparkle intensity is expected to scale logarithmi-
cally with illuminance. This scale also makes it possible to
estimate the just-noticeable difference for sparkle intensity.
In the night sky, differences in stellar magnitude smaller than
1 unit can be distinguished. For example, in the constellation
Gemini the difference in brightness between the stars Castor
and Pollux, 0.5 units on the magnitude scale, is visually well
recognizable. Recognizing differences in sparkle intensity is
probably more difficult, because of the smaller contrast with
surround.

These estimates can be used to obtain a first indication of
the number of visually discriminable categories of sparkle in-
tensity. With the sparkle intensity expected to range between
stellar magnitude�6 and −4.4, and a just-noticeable difference
between 0.5 and 1 unit, we expect that 10 to 20 different cat-
egories of sparkle intensity can be visually distinguished. We
note that in our previous work on sparkle, in which we did
not specify sparkle intensity as a separate property, we showed
that on an eight-point scale, observers’ repeatability and repro-
ducibility were found to be close to 0.5 units [1]. This suggests
17 different sparkle categories, thus confirming our preliminary
analysis here.

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

A. Visibility of Sparkle in Direct Sunlight

The luminance of the Sun as observed from sea level can be
approximated by (see p. 28 in Ref. [32])
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Lsun ��1.87×109�× exp�−0.209∕ sin θsun� lm∕�m2 sr�; (9)

where Lsun is the luminance of the Sun, and θsun is the angle
between the Sun and the horizon.

For example, at a height of 30° above the horizon, the solar
luminance is 1.23 × 109 lm∕�m2 sr�. This luminance is con-
centrated on the solar disk, which has an angular diameter
of 0.5 deg, corresponding to a solid angle of 5.98 × 10−5 sr.
By multiplying these quantities with each other we find the
total illuminance of sunlight arriving at the surface of the
observer’s eye, including contributions originating from all
parts of the solar disk. For the numerical example just given
we find an illuminance of 7.37 × 104 lm∕m2.

Interestingly, when observing a sparkle formed by reflection
of direct sunlight from a metallic flake, the flake acts a tiny
mirror in the paint. Assuming 100% reflectance of the alumi-
num flake, and assuming that the flake has the correct orien-
tation for being observed as a sparkle, the flake represents a tiny
but perfect mirror that allows us to see a very small part of the
mirror image of the Sun. The luminance will then be equal to
the luminance of the Sun. But because of the small size of the
metallic flake, the illuminance of sparkle radiation incident in
the eye of the observer is smaller than the illuminance from
direct sunlight. For example, a flake with diameter 20 μm
observed from a distance of 30 cm, and from an angle of
45° with the flake normal, subtends a solid angle of
2.47 × 10−9 sr. If it reflects light from the Sun when it is at
30° above the horizon, the illuminance from the sparkle inci-
dent on the eye of the observer becomes 3.04 lm∕m2. This is
considerably larger than the crude lower estimate that we
calculated in the previous section.

According to Eq. (8), this corresponds to a stellar magnitude
of −15.4, which would make the sparkle brighter than the
brightest planet or star. However, the sparkle is not observed
against a dark night sky, but during the day under bright sun-
light. Let us assume that the paint material surrounding the
sparkle has a reflectance of 40%. Let us also assume that it acts
as a perfect Lambertian scatterer. Then the sunlight that is in-
cident within an angular width of 5.98 × 10−5 sr is redirected
by the paint material into a wide range of exit angles. After
projection [19], this results in a luminance from the paint
material surrounding the sparkle that can be calculated by
multiplying the paint reflectance with the solar luminance
and with the ratio between the solid angle subtended by the
Sun and π. In this numerical example, we find a surround
luminance of 9.38 × 103 lm∕�m2 sr�. There will also be a con-
tribution to the surround luminance from reflection of other
sky light. On a clear sunny sky, this ambient light also has
a luminance up to 1 × 104 lm∕�m2 sr�, as we saw in the pre-
vious section. For a typical paint with refractive index of 1.5,
approximately 4% of this ambient light is directly reflected in
the form of gloss, leading to a contribution of 400 lm∕�m2 sr�
to the surround luminance. In this example, this contribution
is small.

The calculated total surround luminance is actually very
bright, approximately as bright as the sky on a clear sunny
day. For this value of surround luminance, Eq. (6) gives a
98% threshold for sparkle intensity (illuminance) of

1.23 × 10−4 lm∕m2. The calculated illuminance of the sparkle
is clearly well above this threshold, so the sparkle is indeed
observed as sparkle.

Based on this analysis, sparkle intensity (illuminance) and
surround luminance for observing a metallic coating under
direct sunlight can be calculated as

E sparkle � �1.87 × 109� πD
2
flake

4d 2
obs

cos θobs

× exp�−0.209∕ sin θsun� lm∕�m2�; (10)

Lsurround � ρglossLambient �
ρpaintωsun

π
�1.87 × 109�

× exp

�
−

0.209

sin θsun

�
lm∕�m2 sr�; (11)

where E sparkle is the sparkle illuminance,Dflake is the diameter of
the flake, θobs is the angle of observation with respect to flake
normal, ρpaint is the paint reflectance, and d obs is the observa-
tion distance. Further, ωsun is the solid angle subtended by the
Sun, ρgloss is the fraction of incident light directly reflected as
gloss, whereas Lsurround and Lambient are the luminances of the
paint surrounding the sparkle and the ambient light, respec-
tively. We note that from the second term in Eq. (11) the gloss
reflection (typically 4%) should be subtracted to be fully
consistent.

By combining these expressions with the thresholds for vis-
ibility of sparkle as derived in Eqs. (56)–(7), we can estimate
the smallest flake diameter that is visually distinguishable from
the surround under direct sunlight and bright sky conditions.
Figure 1 shows how this estimation varies with observation dis-
tance and paint reflectance. From this graph it is clear that
under the given conditions, flakes as small as 1 μm are predicted
to be visible as sparkle from observation distances of a few me-
ters or less. These predictions agree qualitatively well with the
reported sparkle properties. For example, for highly reflective

Fig. 1. Estimated threshold values for flake diameter, in order to
be visible as sparkle, as a function of observation distance and paint
reflectivity. Estimation based on Eqs. (10) and (11), for direct sunlight
and bright sky conditions. Visual thresholds estimated with Eq. (6).
Paint reflectance refers to parameter ρpaint.
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flake pigments it has been reported that even pigment grades
with the smallest average flake diameter that was investigated
(11 μm) give rise to intense sparkle [3].

Equations (10) and (11) also enable us to refine the crude
estimation from Section 3 on the largest sparkle intensity
(illuminance) that can be reached with common metallic coat-
ings under practical lighting conditions. For the value of the
flake diameter we use the largest value found in the automotive
industry, which is about 30 μm. When viewing from only
20 cm distance, from an angle of 0 deg with respect to the flake
normal and with the Sun at its highest position in the sky, we
calculate a sparkle intensity of 26.8 lm∕m2, corresponding to a
stellar magnitude of −17.8. This is indeed brighter than any star
or planet in the night sky, as mentioned above.

B. Visibility of Sparkle Under Artificial Spot Light

The analysis just presented for viewing under direct sunlight
can obviously be extended to viewing conditions with artificial
spot light. As an example, we investigate the case of a metallic
paint that is being examined with a highly intense spotlight,
inside a body shop with common lighting switched on.

Measurements show that handheld spotlights in body shops
typically deliver an illuminance of 12; 000 lm∕m2 on the paint
surface. With an aperture diameter of 10 cm, operated at 30 cm
lighting distance from the paint surface, this results in a solid
angle of 0.086 sr with respect to the paint surface. By calculat-
ing the ratio between illuminance and solid angle we find
that in this example the luminance of the spotlight is
1.39 × 105 lm∕�m2 sr�.

By observing sparkle, the painter effectively looks at the mir-
ror image of the spot light. Similar to the calculation in the
previous example, we calculate that for a 20 μm diameter flake
observed from 30 cm distance under 45° viewing angle, the
sparkle intensity (illuminance) becomes 3.43 × 10−4 lm∕m2.
We note that even with this highly intense spotlight, the sparkle
intensity (illuminance) is much smaller than the value we
calculated for direct sunlight.

The luminance of the surround is calculated in a way similar
to that in the previous section, using the paint reflectance and
the illuminance and solid angle of the spot light. Diffuse scat-
tering of light from the spotlight inside the paint medium is
then found to contribute 1.53 × 103 lm∕�m2 sr�. The ambient
lighting in a body shop working place is typically 1000 lux.
Through direct reflection (gloss) from the paint, we get a con-
tribution to the luminance of the surround, which, in this
example, is estimated to be 6.4 lm∕�m2 sr�. The total lumi-
nance of the surround is therefore estimated to be 1.53 ×
103 lm∕�m2 sr�. For this case, with Eq. (6) we calculate a
98% threshold for sparkle intensity (illuminance) of
2.86 × 10−5 lm∕m2. The calculated sparkle intensity (illumi-
nance) is again larger than this threshold value.

If we repeat this calculation for smaller flake diameters, we
find that for a flake diameter of 5.7 μm, the 98% discrimina-
bility threshold is reached. The 50% threshold is already
reached for a flake diameter of 4.0 μm. These values make clear
why, for the finest grades of metallic coatings, for which average
flake diameters smaller than 10 μm are very common, hardly
any sparkle can be observed when using spot light.

This analysis can be generalized for calculating sparkle in-
tensity (illuminance) and surround luminance under spotlight
as follows:

E sparkle �
E spotlight

sin2
�

Dspotlight

2d spotlight

�D2
flake

4d 2
obs

cos θobs lm∕�m2�; (12)

Lsurround �
ρglossE ambient

2π
� ρpaintE spotlight

π
lm∕�m2 sr�; (13)

where E ambient is the illuminance of the ambient lighting,
whereas E spotlight is the illuminance delivered by the spotlight
as operated from a distance d spotlight from the paint surface.
Further, Dspotlight is the aperture diameter of the spotlight.

We have applied these equations for the artificial lighting
conditions just described. When observing under those condi-
tions a high gloss paint (i.e., gloss reflectance fixed at 0.04) of
varying paint reflectance factor, observed under 45° from
several observation distances, then Eqs. (12), (13), and (6)
combine to produce the estimations shown in Fig. 2. For dark
paints observed from very close distance, with paint reflectance
factor 0.2 and observation distance 0.3 m, the estimations show
that metallic flakes of 5 μm diameter or larger should be
observable.

For lighter paints and/or larger observation distances, the
smallest flakes that are observable have a diameter that is
predicted to be as large as 10 or 20 μm. For example, from
3 m observation distance, only flakes larger than 30 μm are
predicted to be visible as sparkle. In metallic coatings, such
large flakes are only rarely found. These estimations are con-
firmed by common experience with metallic coatings, in which
sparkles generated by a spot light are not visible from observa-
tion distances larger than around a meter. When the same

Fig. 2. Estimated threshold values for flake diameter, in order to be
visible as sparkle, as a function of paint reflectance. Estimations are
based on Eqs. (12) and (13), for artificial spot light conditions.
Visual thresholds estimated with Eq. (6). Paint reflectance refers to
parameter ρpaint.
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metallic coatings are observed under direct sunlight, the spar-
kles are still visible at such distances, as correctly estimated with
Eqs. (6), (10), and (11).

In Fig. 3, the estimations are presented in a different way.
For a specified flake diameter, this graph shows the maximum
distance at which the flake is observable as sparkle, as a function
of paint reflectance. For example, flakes of 5 μm diameter are
predicted to only be visible as sparkle if the surrounding paint is
dark enough and observed from distances close enough: the
paint reflectance factor needs to be smaller than 0.2 and the
observation distance needs to be smaller than 0.3 m. In the
same paint medium, flakes of 20 μm diameter are predicted
to be visible as sparkle also at observation distances up to 1.3 m.

5. COMPARING SPARKLE WITH STARS AND
PLANETS

We have already pointed out some similarities between observ-
ing sparkle in metallic coatings and observing stars and planets
in the sky. As mentioned above, the brightness of the planet
Venus seems similar to the maximum brightness that is ob-
tained for sparkles in a metallic paint. In this section, we will
further investigate these similarities.

The planet Venus has a physical diameter of approximately
12.100 km. Observed from the surface of Earth, it is brightest
when its distance to Earth is about 200 million kilometers. At
that point, Venus has an angular diameter of 3.5 × 10−3 deg .
In comparison, a large metallic flake has a diameter of typically
20 μm, and it is observed from a distance of typically 30 cm. In
that case, we calculate an angular diameter of 3.8 × 10−3 deg .
This example shows that typical angular diameters of flakes in
metallic coatings are very similar to the angular diameters of
planets in the sky.

A star like Sirius, on the other hand, has a diameter of 2.8 ×
106 km (2 times the diameter of the Sun) and a distance to
Earth of 8.5 × 1013 km (nine light years). Its angular diameter
is therefore 1.9 × 10−6 deg . This is much smaller than the an-
gular diameter encountered when observing sparkle. For met-
allic flakes of 20 μm diameter, the same angular diameter as
Sirius would be obtained when observing the paint from
600 m distance. At that distance, sparkles are no longer visible.

We conclude that under normal viewing distances of less
than a meter, the visibility of sparkle has much in common
with the observation of planets, even more than with observing
stars.

A final remark needs to be made regarding eye accommo-
dation, because it may influence observations. In the case of
sparkle, the eye is adapted to a photoptic level according to
the background luminance, and accommodated to a more
or less short observation distance. In the case of observing stars
during the night, the eye is adapted to darkness and not accom-
modated. When observing stars and planets during daylight or
twilight conditions, the eye is adapted to the corresponding
background luminance. It remains to be investigated if the
eye adaptation and accommodation levels for that case are
comparable to the situation when sparkle is being observed.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have seen that when investigating sparkle intensity of met-
allic coatings, there is much to be learned from the perception
literature, including work related to astronomical observations
of stars and especially planets. We derived thresholds for
just-noticeable sparkles based on the existing literature.
These thresholds were shown to depend critically on the
reflectance of the paint medium surrounding the metallic flakes
inside the metallic paint.

In numerical examples, we showed how the magnitude of
sparkle intensity may be calculated from physical properties
such as flake diameter, observation distance, illuminance of
the light source, and reflection properties of the paint. We pro-
vided mathematical equations that can be used to calculate if
flake reflections lead to a perceived sparkle effect. Based on this
analysis, we predict that the sparkle intensity (illuminance) of
visually distinguishable sparkles may vary from 2.1 × 10−6 to
26.8 lm∕m2. Depending on circumstances, the actual range
of sparkle intensity is part of this range.

The calculations show that under appropriate illumination
and observation conditions, metallic flakes of only 1 μm diam-
eter can cause sparkle to be seen. However, we also showed why
under typical situations with an intense spot light, sparkle is not
seen in fine metallic coatings: under such conditions, only
flakes with diameters exceeding 5–7 μm can give rise to sparkle.
These predictions agree with common observations of sparkle
in metallic coatings.

Finally, we have indicated how to calculate the number of
categories of sparkle intensity that can be visually distinguished
for given illumination and observation conditions. Also, this
prediction is confirmed by earlier observations of metallic
sparkle.

In the derivations, we made several assumptions related to
the visual adaptation state and resolving power of the eye, the

Fig. 3. Estimated threshold values for the maximum observation
distance from which flakes with a specified diameter are observable
as sparkle, as a function of paint reflectance. Estimations are based
on Eqs. (12) and (13), for artificial spot light conditions. Visual thresh-
olds estimated with Eq. (6). Paint reflectance refers to parameter ρpaint.
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dependence on wavelength, and the point-like character of
sparkles. The analysis given here would benefit from a future
examination of these topics.
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